AN ANYWHERE-SYSTEM OF
MODULAR CONTAINERS FOR
GROWING VEGETABLES ALL OVER
THE CITY / A SCALABLE
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR URBAN
F O O D P RO D U C T I O N / A
N E T WO R K O F A L L OT M E N T S
AGAINST FOOD-POVERTY / AN
ECOSYSTEM SUBSISTENT OFF
URBAN CLIMATE AND WASTE
P RO D U C T S / A C A R B O N REDUCTION MECHANISM / A STEP
TOWARDS MAKING A CIRCULAR
CITY / A BLUEPRINT FOR GREENER
URBAN FABRIC /

TEMZ
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How might we redesign
the paradigm of "take,
make, waste” in food
production?

Design a self-sustaining
ecosystem to
“accommodate, propagate,
regenerate” the resources
offered by the city.

TEMZ
— the phonetic spelling
of the River Thames
(/tɛmz/ TEMZ)
— an anywhere-system of
modular containers for
growing vegetables all over
the city.
The Thames is the reason London is where it
is. Until very recently, it was the life blood of
the city. TEMZ uses the river as a metaphor for
how the city can make use of its natural
resources.

TRENDS
— Threatened food shortages and immigrant pickers barred
from entering the country.
— Vegetarianism and the good food movement.
— The 15-minute city and post-COVID hyper-localism.
— Allotment over-subscription
— Doughnut Economics and degrowth
— “Placemaking”, green walls, and the ‘bosco verticale/vertical
forrest’.
— Citizen-led ‘tactical urbanism’
— Low or no-carbon transport
— Maker-culture and libraries of things

NEEDS
— A Green New Normal
— Infrastructures for a post-COVID-19
economic and public health recovery
— Eliminate food poverty in cities
Urna Semper

— Incentive to spend more time outdoors
— Design out structural waste
— eliminate single-use plastic
— eliminate single use real-estate

— Remodel end-of-life to endless reuse:
— spaces
— materials
— products

WHERE WILL OUR
GARDEN GROW?

The slow extinction of the car from the city frees up on-

Architizer

street parking for public seating, ‘parklets’ and mobile
allotments.Veg makes better use of space than cars.
Before COVID-19, the cathedral-like office lobby was
decried for its mono-use and mono-occupancy. Since
COVID-19, footfall will drop like church attendance. What is
a greenhouse if not an enclosed structure with glass facades?
A speculative urban land market has seen the skyline north
and south climb, but what of river real estate?
Where barges once jostled stretch fertile floating pastures.

Britain from Above
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PRECEDENTS
1

Common Land

The historic land-use system of “the commons” gave people who did
not own land the right to use it for grazing and growing.
— TEMZ borrows from the concept by introducing productive land
into the public realm, and granting access to its produce.
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In 1984, the artist and activist sowed and harvested a wheat field on
a two acre plot worth $4.5 billion in protest against capitalism’s
misplaced priorities, global warming and economic inequality. [Public
Delivery]
— Dean radicalised urban agriculture. TEMZ normalises it.

Past Tense Blog / NYTimes /
Lufa Farms / Fielden Fowles
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Agnes Dean, Wheatfield
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Other cities

From Montreal to Amsterdam, private organisations are growing
vegetables in greenhouses on top of large buildings to bring
production closer to consumption.
— TEMZ pairs London’s optimum growing climate with abundant site
availability to the same ends: a more sustainable food system.
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Waterloo City Farm

A community farm located on a previously unused strip of land in the
centre of the city, the buildings are designed for disassembly when
the meanwhile use period for the land comes to an end. [Fielden
Fowles]
— The TEMZ system of modular containers is designed to be
deconstructed and reconstructed in different sites. ‘Meanwhile use’

HERE AND NOW
Urban climate

8.3 million
square metres* of
river real estate
could be used for
growing veg. That’s
three Hyde Parks,
and then some.
*based on 23 miles between Brentford and Woolwich x 225m average
width of the River Thames [Calculation by the author]

The city offers the natural elements vegetables need to grow
well — rain + sun + heat — and in higher doses than in fields
nearby:
— Daily minimum temperature readings at related urban and rural
sites frequently show that the urban site is 6° to 11° C warmer
than the rural site.
— Precipitation over many large cities is about 5 to 10% greater
than that over nearby rural areas. [both Brittanica]

Real Estate bounty
Cities like London have an abundance of land suitable for growing:
— Rooftops of all sorts
— Urban land in ‘meanwhile’ use
— The river’s real estate
— Unused buildings. London has 6.5 million sq m of commercial
floorspace that has been empty for over two years. [Centre for
London]

Existing infrastructure
The high-density population of the city already has:
— Carbon-free transport eg. courier cyclists
— Excess waste products eg. water, compost, recyclable metals

TEMZ FEEDS…
Environmental sustainability:
Veg grown in the city reduces plastic bags binned, air miles
per bite, and air pollution by HGVs.
— With just 1,200 sq metres of space you can harvest 50
tonnes of vegetables in a year. (Guardian)
A healthy local economy:
Urban agriculture is a job-creator and tourism-generator.
Visitor numbers to the UK’s top attractions suggests show
that plants mean money.
— Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew Gardens was 3rd most visited site in
UK in 2018 at1,858,513 - well ahead of all major regional museums,
St Pauls', The Globe, and Stonehenge. (Visit Britain)
Our social and biological health:
Sowing, growing and harvesting is nurturing. Gardening is
already widely recommended by doctors as ‘social
prescribing’.
— More than 90% of [1,005] Londoners ascribe ‘high’ or ‘medium’
priority to trees and green space on their neighbourhood’s streets.
(Centre for London)
— A 3% increase in the greenness of a neighbourhood raises
childrens’ IQ score by an average of 2.6 points, and behaviour by 2
points. (Guardian)

…BY
Designing-in circular economy principles like — designing
modular products for long-life and easy repair, designing out wast ,
choosing safe materials, designing for reuse, disassembly and
recycling and designing services, not products.
Contributing to a doughnut economics model of
equilibrium with aims like — reducing the resource-intensity of
cities, expanding access to low-carbon food, encouraging a fairer
distribution of the earth’s resources.
Addressing the UN Sustainability Goals, particularly
goals:
2 — End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and
promote sustainable agriculture.
3 — Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages.
9 — Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation, and foster innovation.
11 — Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient,
and sustainable.
15 — Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems, …halt and reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss.’

“We need to redesign the whole
food chain for sustainability and
sufficiency. Using hydroponics and all
that, we can have a lot of our fresh
food grown right all around the
cities, and that would also be a big
job creator.” — CARLOTA PEREZ,
Economist, Author and Scholar.
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Take —
the space we don’t use
the space we used to use
the space we use part-time
the existing infrastructures
the urban climate
the neighbours’ compost

Regenerate —
a self-sustaining city
a biodiverse city
a field nearby
a veg-rich diet
a knowledge of growing
a sense of local pride

TEMZ

THANK YOU.

TEMZ is founded by Sasha Mather
@SashaMather

